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Image Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital, Chicago, Il
Awards of Excellence, 2005
Intensive Institutional
Award Winner: American Hydrotech Inc
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Our MissionOur MissionOur Mission

Awards of Excellence Recipient – 2006
American Hydrotech
Awards of Excellence Recipient – 2006
American Hydrotech

Green Roofs for Healthy Cities is a not-for-profit, membership based association of 
public and private organizations and individuals.

Our mission is to support the creation of a green roof infrastructure industry in 
North America and to promote the use of better, more effective research which in 
turn, supports product, building and community wide benefits.
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Our ActivitiesOur ActivitiesOur Activities
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Advocacy Work
Advocacy on behalf of the industry is one of our major objectives.  Foremost in the 
advocacy work is our Local Market Development Program.  Through it, GRHC 
works with municipal governments across North America to change local policy 
through the co-presentation of a symposium which:
Demonstrates the benefits of a green roof system 
Provides an opportunity to develop an action plan on how to establish a local green 
roof industry through research and policy development.
Membership Committees:
We’ve established industry committees for policy, research, membership and 
training
Policy Committee was established to 
Facilitate the gathering and sharing of policy tools and developments
For green roof infrastructure development

Research Committee’s goal to 
Improve the quality and quantity of green roof research for
Product, 
Buildings, and 
Community scales 
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Membership ServicesMembership ServicesMembership Services

Profiling on our 
Website
Discounted 
products, 
services, and 
GRHC events.

Profiling on our 
Website
Discounted 
products, 
services, and 
GRHC events.

Searchable database

Bi-Monthly   
Newsletters and GRIM

As a new GRHC member, your information will be entered into the system 
within the next two weeks. 
We invite to log in and create a profile for yourself.
Developing project profile databases
Participate on Committees
Discounts on Conference CD ROMs
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CommunicationsCommunicationsCommunications

Annual International Conference, Awards and Trade Show: May 2, 3, 4 2007 --
Minneapolis 
CD-ROM of  Conference Papers Green Roof Awards of Excellence –celebrating the 
best in integrated green roof design every year.

Boston 2006:  

Biggest event ever!   879 participants
65 exhibitors
41 speakers from 11 countries
3 tracks:  Policy, Research and Design

Minneapolis – May 2007
One-page abstracts for the 2007 conference will be accepted between June 15 and 
September 15
Submission guidelines are available on our website
Papers are selected by our member committees (policy, research and corporate 
members) and are peer reviewed prior to presentation at the conference
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CommunicationsCommunicationsCommunications

Association 
Partnerships with 
other industry 
organizations

Association 
Partnerships with 
other industry 
organizations

Website profiling of members’ products and services

Green Roof Infrastructure Monitor (Bi-annual)

Green roofs cross-over so many professions:  architects, landscape architects, 
engineers, roofing consultants and contractors, horticulturalists, planners and policy 
makers

These association partnerships that we’ve established provide us with an 
opportunity to share our message with these huge networks

We currently have 30 different partner associations – both national and regional
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Accreditation Committee to develop 
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Design 101 has been delivered to over 1,200 
professionals since its launch in Portland 
2004

As the North American green roof industry association GRHC has taken the lead in establishing a process that 
will provide minimum green roof professional standards through high-level training and ultimately accreditation.

The need for some sort of formal training and quality control resulted from our first conference in Chicago in 
2003 – participants felt that some basic standards needed to be created for green roof installation – in part as a 
result of a $5 million failure that caused landscape architects limitations on their insurance – the result was the 
green roof professional accreditation designation which offers the Only formal means by which green roof 
knowledge is being imparted on a wide-scale basis

The full accreditation program and testing will be rolled out in 2008.  The purpose of this accreditation is to 
provide:
design and implementation professionals with market differentiation.
a building industry procurement standard.

Training Committees were established in 2004, 2005 and 2006.  These committees are comprised of a range of 
industry professionals who volunteer their time and expertise to determine what is the necessary knowledge 
requirements for each of the courses.

Design 101 – An Introduction to Green Roof Design – overview of green roof design principles, includes a 
number of design exercises – course will be offered in LA in July – flyer in your registration kits; to date, more 
than 1800 people have taken this course in the US and Canada
Design 201 – Advanced Green Roof Design Principles – project management and budgeting issues are covered 
as well – launched at our conference in Boston a month ago – sold out!
Design 301 – Waterproofing and Drainage Course – will be on the market in early 2007

Additional half day courses include:  Policy, ASTM and FLL Standards, Biodiversity, and Roofing and 
Waterproofing
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In U.S., Commercial and Residential Buildings 
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65% of total electricity consumption
36% of total primary energy use
30% of total GHG emissions
136 million tons of waste (2.8 lbs/person/day)
12% of total potable water use
40% of raw material use globally 
(aggregates, timber etc.)

65% of total electricity consumption
36% of total primary energy use
30% of total GHG emissions
136 million tons of waste (2.8 lbs/person/day)
12% of total potable water use
40% of raw material use globally 
(aggregates, timber etc.)

According to a USGBC study:
Buildings in the US, both Commercial and Residential, account for some staggering 
statistics, including:
• 65% of total electrical consumption
• 36% of total energy usage
• 30% of total GHG emissions generated
• 136 million tons of waste annually which is the equivalent of almost three pounds 
of waste generated by each person in the United States per day!
• 12% of total water usage
• 40% of all raw materials produced globally

We can’t continue to produce this rate of waste and support this type of 
consumption – change is needed now
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Sustainable Buildings:  
Are they Possible?
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Sustainable buildings must:
Be competitive to build and operate over traditional buildings
generate clean/green energy, 
manage and clean the water, 
conserve resources,
restore biodiversity, and 
provide healthy indoor and outdoor environments.

Green roof infrastructure is one key component of the 
growing green building movement
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generate clean/green energy, 
manage and clean the water, 
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provide healthy indoor and outdoor environments.

Green roof infrastructure is one key component of the 
growing green building movement

Buildings need to become not only less damaging, but 
generate a net positive impact.
Buildings need to become not only less damaging, but 
generate a net positive impact.

The shift to sustainable buildings in the last decade can help us change the future 
landscape of our cities.

In order to be effective, sustainable buildings must:

•Be competitive with traditional buildings in the cost of building and operating the 
sustainable building
•Generate clean/green energy
•Manage and clean the water
•Conserve and reuse our resources
•Bring back biodiversity to the neighbourhood
•Provide healthy indoor and outdoor environments
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Green Roofs: The Ultimate 
in Sustainable Roofing
Green Roofs: The Ultimate Green Roofs: The Ultimate 
in Sustainable Roofingin Sustainable Roofing

Green Roofs – the ultimate in sustainable roofing.
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Green Roof NomenclatureGreen Roof NomenclatureGreen Roof Nomenclature

Green Roof Infrastructure also referred 
to as:

living roofs
vegetated roofs
rooftop gardens
brown roofs (spontaneously seeded) and 
eco-roofs 

Green Roof Infrastructure also referred 
to as:

living roofs
vegetated roofs
rooftop gardens
brown roofs (spontaneously seeded) and 
eco-roofs 

The industry defines green roofs as

“… the creation of contained green space on top of a human-made structure below, 
at or above grade.  A green roof is an extension of the existing roof which involves 
the use of a root repellant system, a drainage and filter layer, a growing medium and 
plants.”

A green roof does not include plaza deck systems, individual planters, or a water 
protection system that can be identified as a roof or waterproofing assembly.
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Used since ancient Egyptians/Vikings/Romans

On top of a human-made structure

Used since ancient Egyptians/Vikings/Romans

On top of a human-made structure

What Are Green Roofs?What Are Green Roofs?What Are Green Roofs?

Green roofs are not new – it has been a standard construction practice for thousands 
of years
First reference to green roofs is from Ancient Mesopotamia – 600 BC
Vikings layered the walls and roofs of their homes with turf to protect against wind 
and rain
There are several examples of this type of construction in Canada – in particular, 
French settlers in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia built their roofs with sod
More recently, in Europe, research on plant survival, water retention, drainage and 
growing media in the 60’s and 70’s formed the foundation of the extensive green 
roof system.   
In Germany, it is estimated that approximately 20% of all flat roofs have green 
roofs, in part due to public incentives for stormwater management and regulations.
However, it is a fairly new phenomenon in North America – but the industry is 
growing exponentially in recent years
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Below, at or above grade

Up to 40 degree slope

Part of roofing system -
not planter boxes

Below, at or above grade

Up to 40 degree slope

Part of roofing system -
not planter boxes

German Green RoofGerman Green Roof

What Are Green Roofs?What Are Green Roofs?What Are Green Roofs?

A green roof is not simply a roof assembly covered with an overburden of plants or 
landscaping.  A green roof is a complex waterproofing assembly that is landscaped 
to some extent.

Green roofs are a combination of two systems, and the type of system chosen is 
usually dependent upon the budget, design objectives and site specific factors such 
as the amount of available sunlight, the annual precipitation and the loading 
capacity of the rooftop

The infrastructure that supports green roofs is creating a new multi-million dollar 
industry for plant and material suppliers, roofing professionals, installers and 
maintenance crews as well landscape architects, architects and engineers
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Green roofs are designed to mimic nature with all of her benefits

By introducing an infrastructure similar to the natural one produced in the earth, an 
optimum growing environment is created for plants on a rooftop

So – like the earth, green roofs have a hard surface, drainage layers, growing 
medium and plants

It is important to remember that green roofs are a system-based technology where 
the parts all relate to each other and are integral to the success of the overall system
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Green Roof SystemsGreen Roof SystemsGreen Roof Systems

Three major green roof types:

Extensive

Intensive

Semi-Intensive

Three major green roof types:

Extensive

Intensive

Semi-Intensive

Two major types of green roofs:

Extensive (Also referred to as eco-roofs)
Lightweight, low plant diversity.

Intensive  (Also referred to as rooftop gardens)
Heavier weight, greater diversity

A third type of system combines intensive and extensive and is called
Semi-Intensive
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Green Roof SchematicGreen Roof SchematicGreen Roof Schematic

Chicago City Hall.
All three types of green roofs are featured in this schematic: extensive and intensive 
and semi-intensive.

I will take you through each feature of the different roof types, but you can see some 
of the obvious differences in this picture:  
Different growing medium depths;
Different load-in capacities;
Different levels of vegetation diversity.
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Comparing Green Roof 
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Extensive SystemsExtensive SystemsExtensive Systems

Evergreen 
State 
College, 
Olympia, WA

Evergreen 
State 
College, 
Olympia, WA

Extensive System:
• Typically 3 to 6 inches in depth Engineered soil
• Lightweight – 12 to 25 lbs/sq ft
• Hardy, low growing vegetation
• Slopes of 1:12 (5°) to 4:12 (20°) work best
• Cost: $15 - $25/sf (covers waterproofing to plants)
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Extensive SystemsExtensive SystemsExtensive Systems

Ford Plant, Dearborn, MichiganFord Plant, Dearborn, Michigan

Main Design Features:
higher maintenance
low maintenance
light weight (12lbs/sf)
shallow growing       
medium (5-15 cm)
less plant variety (i.e, 
grasses, sedums, 
wildflowers)
harsher conditions
less investment       
($5-10/sf) 
Up to 40 degrees slope

Main Design Features:
higher maintenance
low maintenance
light weight (12lbs/sf)
shallow growing       
medium (5-15 cm)
less plant variety (i.e, 
grasses, sedums, 
wildflowers)
harsher conditions
less investment       
($5-10/sf) 
Up to 40 degrees slope

This picture of the Ford Motorplant in Dearborn, Michigan is a prime example of an 
extensive green roof
It is the second largest green roof in the world; has a 2” growing medium and 
features 9 different kinds of sedums
The advantages of an extensive green roof include:  the fact that it is light weight 
(can be used on older, pre-existing buildings); good for covering large areas; has 
low maintenance; no irrigation system required; has lower capital costs; easy to 
replace
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Intensive SystemsIntensive SystemsIntensive Systems

Millennium 
Park, 
Chicago, IL

Millennium 
Park, 
Chicago, IL

Awards of Excellence Recipient – 2005
Terry Guen Design Associates
Awards of Excellence Recipient – 2005
Terry Guen Design Associates

Now the largest green roof in the world.

An intensive green roof:
• has 6” or more of growing medium
• is generally accessible
• can carry a much greater weight load (50 – 200 lbs)
• has wide plant diversity
• is higher maintenance
• is more costly to build
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Manulife Centre, TorontoManulife Centre, Toronto

Intensive SystemsIntensive SystemsIntensive Systems

Main Design Features:
higher maintenance
heavier weight and 
structural load 
capacity 
deeper, soil based 
growing medium (20-60 
cm)  
more plant varieties 
(trees and shrubs)
often accessible to 
public or occupants
higher investment

Main Design Features:
higher maintenance
heavier weight and 
structural load 
capacity 
deeper, soil based 
growing medium (20-60 
cm)  
more plant varieties 
(trees and shrubs)
often accessible to 
public or occupants
higher investment

This picture perfectly exemplifies all aspects of the main design features of an 
intensive green roof system
The  Manulife Centre, located at Bay and Bloor Streets in downtown Toronto, is a 
mixed use highrise complex with eight hundred residents in the 51-story building
Residents have access to the three-story section of the green roof which has been in 
existence for 30 years
The 70,500 square foot roof garden includes grass, trees and shrubs, stone paths, 
benches, trellis alcoves, bird feeders, vines and flowering meadows
It conforms well to the character of Yorkville, and now provides much-needed and 
valuable parkland in highly urban corridor
The obvious advantages of an intensive roof garden include greater diversity of 
plants, greater opportunity and range of design; accessible; available for a great 
variety of human uses and has biodiversity potential
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Green Roof SystemsGreen Roof SystemsGreen Roof Systems

Modular
Loose Laid or Built-Up
Modular
Loose Laid or Built-Up

Green roof systems may be modular, with drainage layers, filter cloth, growing 
media and plants already prepared in movable, interlocking grids, or, each 
component of the system may be installed separately. 
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Modular SystemsModular SystemsModular Systems

Source: Green GridSource: Green Grid

Source: Ford Motor CompanySource: Ford Motor Company

Modular Systems combine two or more layers of the green roof assembly into one 
product.  These systems may or may not include drainage, filter cloth, growing 
medium, root repellent layer, borders and plants.  Manufacturers of these modular 
systems that combine all layers of green roof assembly provide a ‘one-stop 
shopping’ approach to green roof design and implementation.  These systems may 
be flexible, as in the case of sedum mats grown about a woven fabric, or firm, 
formed of metal or recycled plastic in various dimensions, shapes, and thicknesses.  
Modular systems are typically used in extensive or semi-intensive green roof 
applications, but intensive systems are also available.  They are typically pre-
planted and/or assembled off-site, can often be easily transported to the site, and 
installed quickly.  Typically laid directly above the waterproofing, they allow for 
easy system alterations/additions and quick access to the underlying roof for roof 
maintenance and repair.  They also have the ability to provide immediate aesthetic 
benefits for the project client. It is also possible to combine modular and loose laid 
systems in the same project.
Left: Hard Modular
Right: Vegetative Mats
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Loose-Laid SystemsLooseLoose--Laid SystemsLaid Systems

Source: Source: MagcoMagco Inc./Inc./TectaTecta AmericaAmerica

Source: ColbondSource: Colbond

Loose Laid or Built-Up Systems involve the installation of various layers of the 
green roof assembly, with products supplied by one or more firms.  Some firms 
provide a ‘one stop shopping’ approach with a complete system from the structural 
deck up, while others will custom design the various elements to suit the client’s 
unique needs.   Loose laid systems can be used for all types of green roofs and are 
often selected for very large projects.

The various layers of the green roof assembly, some of which may perform multiple 
functions (e.g., waterproofing and root repellency) are installed upon each other.  
Different subcontractors may assume responsibility for implementing one or more 
components.  Loose laid systems require a high degree of coordination between 
various trades, particularly concerning the interface between issues associated with 
waterproofing and issues associated with plant survivability.  Loose laid systems 
may provide additional flexibility that allows for a greater degree of design 
opportunities.  

It is also possible to combine modular and loose laid systems in the same project 
where the benefits of each can be utilized.   
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Hydrotech system showing their green roof system
Every green roof manufacturer of systems have different components to their 
systems each with their own individual benefits
Not all green roof systems have all of the components as shown in this dissection of 
the Hyrdotech system
This picture is useful because it showcases most of the common elements in basic 
green roof systems:
Plants
Lightweight soil
Filter fabric
Water drainage/
retention core
Protection mat
Drainage layer
Insulation
Root barrier/ Protection course
Membrane – weatherproof membrane
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System Components:
Waterproof Membrane
System Components:System Components:
Waterproof MembraneWaterproof Membrane

Source: Dave Source: Dave HonzaHonza

Source: Doug Source: Doug FishburnFishburn

Source: Dave Source: Dave HonzaHonza

FUNCTION: Waterproofing Membrane – this is a critical element to the system 
which prevents water from entering the building
Harsh roofing and waterproofing environment will cause all roofing products to age, 
deteriorate and fail. Materials used, application, design, and environment determine 
when this deterioration occurs.  Green roofs prolong the life of membranes 
considerably because they provide protection from harmful moisture, heat, ultra 
violet radiation, maintenance traffic, and freeze- thaw cycles.  
Any problems with the roofing membrane are buried underneath layers of 
vegetation, growing media, irrigation, drainage material, and insulation systems, 
making them more costly to repair if damaged or improperly installed.
Most companies utilize FLL or ASTM standards for product development and as 
guidelines for installation.  The NRCA recommends the use of a waterproofing 
membrane because it is able to withstand hydrostatic pressure for periods of time, 
while roofing membranes are only hydrodynamic, i.e. water shedding.

It is critical that you test for quality assurance of the membrane before you proceed 
with the rest of the system installation – it’s a lot easier to find leaks at this stage 
than to find them after the green roof is completed and then has to be ripped apart to 
plug leaks

Top Left: Hot Applied Rubberized Asphalt Bottom: Torch Applied 
Modified Bitumen Top Right: Elastomeric
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System Components:
Root Repellent Layer
System Components:System Components:
Root Repellent LayerRoot Repellent Layer

Source: Flynn CanadaSource: Flynn Canada

FUNCTION:
All green roofs systems require some form of root protection to prevent unwanted 
plant roots from damaging the integrity of the waterproofing.  Root protection can 
take the form of a separate sheet, a component of the drainage/filtration system, or 
as a component of a modular system.  Depending on the roof assembly, more than 
one root repellent layer may be required.
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System Components:
Insulation
System Components:System Components:
InsulationInsulation

Source: ColbondSource: Colbond

FUNCTION: Insulation reduces heat loss and gain from the building
Insulation Properties:

Reduces heat transfer  
In winter, can help prevent moisture trapped in growing media from removing heat 
from the building
Protects plant roots from freeze thaw cycle from escaping building heat
May be above, or below waterproofing
May protect waterproofing in inverted system
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System Components:
Drainage Layer
System Components:System Components:
Drainage LayerDrainage Layer

Source: Kerry Ross, StantecSource: Kerry Ross, Stantec

Source: Emory Knoll FarmsSource: Source: EmoryEmory Knoll FarmsKnoll Farms

FUNCTION:

They must meet the seemingly contradictory needs of a green roof: ensuring that the 
plants have enough access to water, while keeping minimal amounts of water in the 
system.

The drainage layer must drain excess water from the roots to avoid drowning the 
plants and stressing the structure, and it must retain sufficient water to keep the 
plants alive during periods of drought.

Drainage Layer Properties
•Located directly above the concrete protective slab.
•Very porous to permit water passage.
•Permanent and continuous, and should be over the entire roof surface
•Strong enough to support the weight of the green roof layers above and support any 
planned usages such as recreation amenity space
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System Components:
Filter Fabric
System Components:System Components:
Filter FabricFilter Fabric

Source: Kerry Ross, Source: Kerry Ross, StantecStantec

FUNCTION: The filter fabric protects the drains from filling with growing media 
and debris, but allow small particles through and it may help prevent roots from 
working their way toward the membrane

Filter cloths are lightweight, water-resistant and inexpensive
Polyester fiber mats, non-woven and non-biodegradable landscape fabric, or 
polypropylene- polyethylene mats
Keeps growing media in place
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System Components:
Growing Medium/Substrate
System Components:System Components:
Growing Medium/SubstrateGrowing Medium/Substrate

FUNCTION: The primary function of the growing medium is to support healthy plant life.

Growing Medium is the particulate matter or substrate that anchors the plant roots and sustains the 
plant growth.  It is a highly engineered material designed to meet the strict and seemingly 
contradictory requirements of green roofs:  to be lightweight with good drainage and water retention.

Growing medium on green roof should be a blend of mineral components, lightweight aggregates, 
and organic material.  Native soil should not be used alone in a green roof system because it is heavy, 
high quality soil is scarce, it may not drain readily, and it has a high rate of compaction.  

The successful objectives of the growing medium are generally achieved by using granular mineral 
materials that absorb water and create pore space, mixed with fine particles (in relatively small 
proportion) to which water will cling.  
Growing medium should be applied damp to avoid loss by from the wind.
Materials used as a basis for substrates include:
sand; lava; 
pumice; gravel; 
Perlite and/or vermiculite; 
light expanded clay granules; 
rockwool; and crushed clay, brick, tiles or concrete.

Mixes are usually proprietary – every supplier has an individual recipe
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System Components: 
Growing Medium/Substrate
System Components: System Components: 
Growing Medium/SubstrateGrowing Medium/Substrate

Critical to choose the correct growing medium

Wrong type of growing medium/substrate can 
result in

Excessive weeds
Loss of species diversity 
Loss of organic content
Plant loss due to

Erosion nutrients
Drought or excess water 
Compaction

Critical to choose the correct growing medium

Wrong type of growing medium/substrate can 
result in

Excessive weeds
Loss of species diversity 
Loss of organic content
Plant loss due to

Erosion nutrients
Drought or excess water 
Compaction

Growing Mediums:  The ideal substrate should be highly efficient at absorbing and 
retaining water while at the same time having free-draining properties.  It should be 
able to absorb and supply nutrients, retains its volume over time and provide 
anchorage for the plants.  

It is important that the soil media be designed to meet the demanding physical, 
chemical and biological  performance requirements associated with storm water. 
Properties such as moisture retention, maximum water capacity, hydraulic 
conductivity, porosity, absorption, sedimentation and filtration, maximum/minimum 
dead weight, drainage efficiency all must be considered for each type of green roof 
design.
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System Components: 
Vegetation
System Components: System Components: 
VegetationVegetation

Type of plants chosen at the beginning stages 
of design

Plant mortality caused by
Wrong plants for local climate
Wrong growing media used or wrong depth
Inadequate drainage
Lack of proper maintenance in initial years

Weeds
Lack of irrigation, fertilization

Type of plants chosen at the beginning stages 
of design

Plant mortality caused by
Wrong plants for local climate
Wrong growing media used or wrong depth
Inadequate drainage
Lack of proper maintenance in initial years

Weeds
Lack of irrigation, fertilization

It is most important that you choose plants that will thrive in the conditions 
expected to exist at the site; second, visual appearance may be important.  Plant 
selection for green roofing is very different from choosing plants for a garden, 
largely because function outweighs aesthetics, particularly for extensive green roofs 
which are likely built for specific reasons such as stormwater management.
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VegetationVegetationVegetation

Skyline Bailey’s Crossroads, VA Skyline Bailey’s Crossroads, VA 
Source: Linda Velazquez Source: Linda Velazquez 

Consider the following when selecting plants:
A green-roof compatible root system –
Drought tolerant
Robust – cold-hardy, disease and insect resistant
Low Maintenance
Low-growing or wind-resistant
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Vegetation: SedumsVegetation: SedumsVegetation: Sedums

Sedums are the most common succulent plant used on green roofs because of their 
variety, colour and hardiness – they store water in their leaves and are shallow-
rooted.
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VegetationVegetationVegetation

The system must be designed to 
support the long term health 

of the plants!

The system must be designed to 
support the long term health 

of the plants!

On-going annual maintenance will be required to maintain the success of your 
garden.
You will need to:
Irrigate – until the plants are fully established;
Inspect – for disease, insect damage, plant loss or plugged drains
Fertilize
Weed
Cut back on tall plants; dead plant material.

Regardless of the long-term objectives or functionality of the green roof, your first 
priority remains the creation of an environment or system that will ensure the long-
term growth and overall health of your plants.
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Optional ComponentsOptional ComponentsOptional Components

SolaireSolaire Building, 19th Floor, Building, 19th Floor, 
Battery Park, NYBattery Park, NY

Source: Source: BalmoriBalmori AssociatesAssociates

PostdammerPostdammer PlatzPlatz, Berlin, Berlin
Source: Steven PeckSource: Steven Peck

Chrysler Building,Chrysler Building,
PostdammerPostdammer PlatzPlatz, Berlin , Berlin 
Source: Steven PeckSource: Steven Peck

Additional optional components of green roofs include:
Railings
Lighting
Water features
Walkways
Recreational features
Irrigation Systems
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Brief SummaryBrief SummaryBrief Summary

All green roofs share
High quality waterproofing
Root repellant system
Drainage and Filter system
Growing medium
Vegetation

Additional components may be used, 
depending on type of green roof as well 
as degree of access

All green roofs share
High quality waterproofing
Root repellant system
Drainage and Filter system
Growing medium
Vegetation
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depending on type of green roof as well 
as degree of access
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Multiple Public & Private 
Benefits & Market Drivers  
Multiple Public & Private Multiple Public & Private 
Benefits & Market Drivers  Benefits & Market Drivers  

Public Benefits 
Private Benefits 
Nature of Benefits Dependent on: 

Size of Building and Green Roof Type  
Regional Climates
Scale and Scope of Built Form
Types of Urban Environmental Challenges

Public Benefits 
Private Benefits 
Nature of Benefits Dependent on: 

Size of Building and Green Roof Type  
Regional Climates
Scale and Scope of Built Form
Types of Urban Environmental Challenges

The green roof marketplace is driven by both Public and Private Benefits:

Public Benefits - Typically City Wide or Aggregate
Private Benefits - Building/Site Specific
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Common Public Benefits    Common Public Benefits    Common Public Benefits    

Green Roof Demonstration Project on City Hall, Atlanta, GA Green Roof Demonstration Project on City Hall, Atlanta, GA 
Source: City of AtlantaSource: City of Atlanta

Most Cities Need
Cost effective stormwater management 
Projects that reduce the urban heat island
Local job creation
Improvements in ‘liveability’
Multiple land use plans supporting densification, healthy downtown 
cores, sustainable community development (smart growth).

Most Cities Need
Cost effective stormwater management 
Projects that reduce the urban heat island
Local job creation
Improvements in ‘liveability’
Multiple land use plans supporting densification, healthy downtown 
cores, sustainable community development (smart growth).

Most major cities in North America are facing a number of common environmental 
issues, including:
Stormwater management;
Urban Heat Island Effect;
Smart Growth;
Urban Green Space – lack of

Green Roofs for Healthy Cities is working with a variety of cities to develop 
programs on researching benefits of green roofs specific to the local/regional 
environments in support of the establishment of cost effective public incentives, 
such as direct investment, procurement policies which favour green roofs, grants, 
stormwater fee reductions and other incentives.
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Common Public Benefits
Stormwater management – Quality and Quantity
Reduction of urban heat island
Local job creation
Improved air quality – particulate matter
Improved 
‘liveability’
Aesthetics

Common Public Benefits
Stormwater management – Quality and Quantity
Reduction of urban heat island
Local job creation
Improved air quality – particulate matter
Improved 
‘liveability’
Aesthetics

Green Roof Research and Demonstration ProjectGreen Roof Research and Demonstration Project
Multnomah County Building, Oregon Multnomah County Building, Oregon 

Source: Multnomah CountySource: Multnomah County

Every green roof offers both public and private benefits.  Some are common to all 
green roof design, others depend on the specific design.  The types of benefits 
depend on a number of design, building and environmental factors.   
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1.  Improvement of Air Quality
- reduce particulate matter and smog

2.  Climate Change Mitigation
- energy efficiency/sequestration/ reduce 

urban heat island effect
3.  Climate Change Adaptation

- improved stormwater retention (Floods)
- reduce urban heat island effect (Heat 

Waves)

1.  Improvement of Air Quality
- reduce particulate matter and smog

2.  Climate Change Mitigation
- energy efficiency/sequestration/ reduce 

urban heat island effect
3.  Climate Change Adaptation

- improved stormwater retention (Floods)
- reduce urban heat island effect (Heat 

Waves)

PUBLIC BENEFITS – TYPICALLY CITY-WIDE OR AGGREGATE
Improved Air Quality 
Filtration of Airborne Particulates: 
A green roof will not only absorb heat, decreasing the tendency towards thermal air 
movement, but will also filter the air moving across it. 
11 ft2 of grass roof can remove between 0.5 lbs of airbourne particulates from the 
air every year.

Carbon Dioxide/Oxygen Exchange:
Through the process of photosynthesis, plants convert carbon dioxide, water and 
sunlight/energy into oxygen and glucose. This cyclical process supplies animals and 
humans with oxygen and food.
16 ft2  of uncut grass, produces enough oxygen per year to supply 1 human with 
their yearly oxygen intake requirement.

Through the daily dew and evaporation cycle, plants on vertical and horizontal 
surfaces are able to cool cities during hot summer months. In the process of 
evapotranspiration, plants use heat energy from their surroundings (approximately 
592 kcal per L of water) when evaporating water. 11 ft2 of foliage can evaporate 
over 0.5 quarts of water on a hot day and on an annual basis the same area can 
evaporate up to 185 gallons of water. 
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Urban Heat Island EffectUrban Heat Island Effect

Moderation of the Urban Heat Island Effect:
Air Quality; Climate Change Mitigation and Climate Change Adaptation all relate and help 
create the Urban  Heat Island Effect
As we know, cities are getting hotter each year and this means that more pollution and 
greater energy consumption is occurring with the end result that we are creating unhealthy 
living environments
Green roofs, urban forests, and reflective roofing all help to reduce the urban heat island 
effect.
The process of evapotranspiration reduces the 'Urban Heat Island Effect' in the summer. The 
'Urban Heat Island Effect' is the difference in temperature between a city and the 
surrounding countryside. It is mainly due to the expanse of hard and reflective surfaces, such 
as roofs, which absorb solar radiation and re-radiate it as heat. Reduction of the 'Urban Heat 
Island Effect' will also reduce the distribution of dust and particulate matter throughout the 
city and the production of smog. This can play a role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and adapting urban areas to a future climate with warmer summers.
Using a mathematical model, Dr. Brad Bass et. al. found that if 5% of the roof area of 
Toronto had green roofs, the UHI would be reduced by 3 – 4 F. resulting in fewer smog 
days and less energy consumption
Green roofs insulate buildings by preventing heat from moving through the roof. Their 
insulation properties can be maximized by using a growing medium with a low soil density 
and a high moisture content and by choosing plants with a high leaf area index (i.e. the 
bigger the leaves, the better). This could play a role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and adapting urban areas to a future climate with greater incidences of drought and extreme 
heat. 
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Public BenefitsPublic BenefitsPublic Benefits

4. Stormwater Management 
5. Water Filtration & Quality Improvements

4. Stormwater Management 
5. Water Filtration & Quality Improvements

Stormwater  Management
Green roofs provide significant stormwater management benefits – they typically 
can retain 50% of the normal run-off; and the run-off is slower; in addition the 
quality of the run-off is improved as it has been filtered through the green roof 
system
Research on the role of green roofs as a storm water BMP has been limited. The 
City of Portland, Oregon collected data during a 15 month period during 2002 and 
2003. The monitoring data found that the water retention of an extensive green roof 
with a 4- to 5- inch media depth was 69 per cent of total rainfall. Peak flow 
reductions of 80 percent were observed. Research conducted at the Michigan State 
University has shown that 66 percent of the precipitation was retained by an 
extensive green roof studied over an average of 24 rainfall events.
Graph showcasing stormwater run-off from a summer storm over 23 hours which 
generated 30+ mm of rain
The blue line features a typical ashphalt roof and the green line features a 6” grass 
covered green roof
You can see from the green line the delay of the run-off versus the typical roof, and 
the reduction overall of run-off during the period of 23 hours
Overall, the green roof had 4.5 mm less of run-off than the ashphalt roof.
Water Filtration:
•Green roofs not only retain the rainwater, but also moderate the temperature of the 
water and act as natural filters for any of the water that happens to run off.
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6. Aesthetic Improvements/Improve Public Spaces

7. Health Benefits (Hospitals, Horticultural Therapy)

8. Improved Safety (Safe spaces for seniors)

9. Biodiversity Preservation (Flora and Fauna)
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7. Health Benefits (Hospitals, Horticultural Therapy)

8. Improved Safety (Safe spaces for seniors)

9. Biodiversity Preservation (Flora and Fauna)

Public BenefitsPublic BenefitsPublic Benefits

Source: Dusty Source: Dusty GedgeGedgeEpworth Manor Nursing Home Epworth Manor Nursing Home 
Source: GarlandSource: Garland

Aesthetics:
•Urban greening has long been promoted as an easy and effective strategy for beautifying the built environment 
and increasing investment opportunity.  Even where roofs are inaccessible but clearly visible (i.e. outside your 
hotel room window), attractive planting can be beneficial
Health & Horticultural Therapy:
•Psychological studies have shown that the restorative effect of a natural view holds the viewers' attention, 
diverts their awareness away from themselves and from worrisome thoughts thereby improving health.
•People living in high-density developments are known to be less susceptible to illness if they have a balcony or 
terrace garden. This is partly due to the additional oxygen, air filtration and humidity control supplied by plants 
but also from the therapeutic benefits that result from caring for plants. The variety of sounds, smells, colours 
and movement provided by plants, although not quantifiable, can add significantly to human health and well 
being.
•Patients in the same hospital, recovering the from the same operation, were studied as to the restorative effects 
of views onto a landscaped courtyard versus a brick wall. The patients with the green view had shorter post-
operative stays, took fewer moderate and stronger painkillers and had fewer negative evaluation comments from 
the nurses.
Improved Safety:
•A garden on the roof is often considered safer than a garden at grade. For example, because access to the roof is 
often restricted to building tenants or employees, there is less likelihood of assault or vandalism.
Preservation of Habitat & Biodiversity
Rooftop habitats can play one of two roles: a 'stepping stone' habitat connecting natural isolated habitat pockets 
with each other, or an 'island' habitat remaining isolated from other habitats at grade.
•Green roofs can be specifically designed to mimic endangered ecosystems/habitats, including the prairie 
grasslands of the midwest US, the rocky alvars of Manitoulin Island and the Great Lakes Region in Canada.
•Green roofs can function as stepping stones for birds and insects, creating links between larger habitat patches; 
they can also create micro climates, creating environments that wouldn’t normally exist in nature.
Biodiversity Opportunities – habitat creation
In Switzerland and the United Kingdom, the driving force behind green roof construction is biodiversity 
opportunities; their green roofs are specially designed to maximize habitat potential
Rana Creek Habitat Centre in California created a butterfly and ladybug garden
In Switzerland, one green roof features a special drainage system for an endangered frog to climb through to 
access the roof
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10. Recreation/Amenity Space10. Recreation/Amenity Space
An out door concert at 
Millennium Park, Chicago
An out door concert at An out door concert at 
Millennium Park, ChicagoMillennium Park, Chicago

Corporate Golf Course 
Green Roof
Corporate Golf Course Corporate Golf Course 
Green RoofGreen Roof

Recreation:
•Green roofs can help to address the lack of green space in many urban areas. 
Studies show that leisure activities in natural settings such as gardens and parks, are 
important for helping people cope with stress and in meeting other non-stress-
related needs.

Millennium Park, Chicago – Green Roof Awards of Excellence Winner 2005: 
Intensive Industrial/Commercial
This is the largest intensive green roof project in the world at 24.5 acres of public 
space.  What was once gravel and pavement is now artwork and green space with 
over 900 trees, shrubs, groundcovers, perennials, annuals and growing medium 
which absorbs and polishes storm water, cleans the air, reduces the urban heat island 
and provides multiple social, cultural and economic benefits.

Other examples:
Golf greens
Lawn bowling greens
Children’s playgrounds
Soccer fields
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11. Job Creation
Direct- Installation, Manufacturing, Design, Plant 
Growing, & Maintenance  PLUS, 
New Uses of Wasted Roof Space (Urban Agriculture)

11. Job Creation
Direct- Installation, Manufacturing, Design, Plant 
Growing, & Maintenance  PLUS, 
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Public BenefitsPublic BenefitsPublic Benefits

Fairmont Hotel, VancouverFairmont Hotel, Vancouver

Job Creation
A study done in 2002 by the City of Toronto projecting 6% green roof coverage 
over 10 years conservatively estimated direct and indirect job creation of 1350 full 
time jobs per year!
Suppliers and manufacturers of roofing membranes and root repellent layers; 
Suppliers and manufacturers of drainage layers, landscaping cloth, curbs, irrigation 
systems and other specialty products; 
Suppliers and manufacturers of substrate, light-weight soils and amendments; 
Garden nurseries specializing in plants specifically for green roofs; 
Design and engineering professionals; 
Contractors and landscapers; and, 
Companies supplying maintenance contracts. 
Although no exact figures exist, it is estimated that the roofing industry in Germany 
employs approximately 12,000 people, and if all flat roofs were to be greened, this 
figure would increase to approximately 100, 000 full-time jobs!
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1. Reduced Heating & Cooling Costs (New 
Construction reduce size of HVAC Systems)

2. Membrane Life Extension

1. Reduced Heating & Cooling Costs (New 
Construction reduce size of HVAC Systems)

2. Membrane Life Extension

Source: Marco SchmidtSource: Marco Schmidt

•Creation of Microclimates:
•A green roof will have a noticeable impact on the heat gain and loss of a building, as well as the humidity, air 
quality and reflected heat in the surrounding neighbourhood. In conjunction with other green installations, 
green roofs can play a role in altering the climate of the city as a whole.
•On a summer day, the temperature of a gravel roof can increase by as much as 77 °F, to between 140 - 176 F. 
Covered with grass, the temperature of that roof would not rise above 77 °F, thus resulting in energy cost 
savings.
•8 inches of substrate with a 8 - 16 inches layer of thick grass has the combined insulation value of 6 inches of 
mineral wool.
•Rooms under a green roof are at least 5.5 - 7°F cooler than the air outside, when outdoor temperatures range 
between 77 - 86 °F.
Economic Benefits - cost savings opportunities for the building owner include:
Protection of roof membrane resulting in a longer material lifespan (it is estimated that green roofs will 
last up to twice as long as conventional roofs), resulting in decreased maintenance and savings in replacement 
costs;
•Savings on energy heating and cooling costs, depending on the size of the building, climate and type of green 
roof. Using a Micro Axess Simulation model, Environment Canada found that a typical one storey building 
with a grass roof and 4 inches of growing medium would result in a 25% reduction in summer cooling needs. 
Field experiments by Karen Liu in Ottawa Canada, found that a 6 inch extensive green roof reduced heat gains 
by 95% and heat losses by 26% compared to a reference roof.
•Green roofs have a higher upfront capital cost, but they extend the life of the roof significantly
•European evidence suggests x2 or more?
•In addition, they protect again ultra-violet rays; heat stress, and wear and tear from temperature fluctuations

Image note:
Between the two roofs there is a difference in energy radiation via evaporation of 1000 Wh
and via latent heat of 1000 Wh.
There is also a reduction in surface reflection of 325 Wh.
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Source: Field to TableSource: Field to TableSource: Earth Source: Earth PLedgePLedge

3. Community Food Production

Local Food Production Green roofs can provide new opportunities for urban 
agriculture. There are many benefits to growing and distributing food locally 
including:
Support of the local economy in growing, processing and distributing;
Increased access to food by everyone;
Fresher produce;
Decreased travel time to market and related environmental costs; and
Control of soil, fertilizer and pesticides
Earth Pledge – urban agriculture co-op in Bronx
The Fairmount Waterfront Hotel in Vancouver used to grow herbs, flowers, and 
vegetables on its accessible roof, saving its kitchen an estimated $30,000 a year in 
food costs. 
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4. Indirect Economic Benefits

5. Increase Property Market Value

6. Value of the Spaces

7. Fire Retardation

4. Indirect Economic Benefits

5. Increase Property Market Value

6. Value of the Spaces

7. Fire Retardation

Indirect Economic Benefits
•Potential to reduce the size of HVAC equipment on new or retrofitted buildings
•Potential to reduce the amount of standard insulation used.
•Potential to incorporate cooling and/or water treatment functions.
•Potential to reduce or eliminate roof drains.
•Potential to meet regulatory requirements for stormwater management.
•Amenity Space and Aesthetics of Green Roofs
•Provision of amenity space for day care, meetings, and recreation;
•Aesthetic appeal, increasing the value of the property and the marketability of the building 
as a whole, particularly for accessible green roofs. For example, American and British 
studies show that "good tree cover" adds between 6 to 15 per cent to the value of a home. 
Green roofs offer the same visual and environmental benefits.
•Satisfying the aesthetic needs of people looking down upon the roof from adjacent 
buildings.
•Potential to improve employee productivity with access to amenity space.
•Potential to reduce community resistance to new developments.
•Potential to increase property value.
•Potential to lease roof for urban agricultural production; outdoor classrooms; horticultural 
therapy; leisure activities (golf; lawn bowling)
Fire retardation – there’s some evidence from Europe that green roofs can help slow the 
spread of a fire to and from a building through the roof, particularly when the growing 
medium is saturated with water; however, more research needs to be done on this 
hypothesis, but could raise some interesting possibilities for California
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Lack of basic 
awareness and 
performance data 
Lack of trained 
professionals
Higher costs, no short 
term ROI
Lack of public 
incentives as a means 
of recognizing public 
benefits

Lack of basic 
awareness and 
performance data 
Lack of trained 
professionals
Higher costs, no short 
term ROI
Lack of public 
incentives as a means 
of recognizing public 
benefits

The main barriers to implementation have 
been identified as:
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Source:  Jennifer Strauss HendricksSource:  Jennifer Strauss Hendricks

Fig 3.1 p. 18
According to a 2005 survey conducted of building owners and architects in 
Chicago and Indianapolis, the largest barrier to green roofs implementation is the 
belief of roof failure and leaks, as well the high initial cost. Followed closely by 
consumer conservatism, older technologies are perceived to be more reliable than 
newer ones.  
Additionally, as you can see from the slide, many of the other perceived barriers are 
a result of lack of knowledge and education about green roofs by the client, the 
contractor and the municipality.
Categories:
No one suggested it

Client didn’t want it
Long-term costs

Short term costs
Liability

Insurance costs
Building Codes

Fire Risk
Possible Roof Failure/Leaks* Weight
No appropriate roof space* Don’t know enough about it*
*   Most popular reasons – important to know when setting policy
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Source:  Jennifer Strauss HendricksSource:  Jennifer Strauss Hendricks

A Life Cycle Costing Report recently concluded that it in reviewing the possibility 
of a green roof for a particular building that “it was difficult to see how private 
investors would opt for the higher cost of a green roof system without some 
offsetting return on the investment.  The benefits of a green roof are also difficult to 
internalize as the majority of the benefits accrue society.
Since the benefits of green roofs lie primarily in the public sector and for private 
citizens, business cannot be expected to incur the cost solely for altruistic reasons.  
Incentives and regulatory measures are integral to their implementation.
Consideration must be given to which incentives, or combination there of, will be 
most effective at creating maximum market growth and incur the desired benefits at 
minimal cost. 
As you can see from this chart, grants and tax incentives are favoured by architects 
and building owners, followed closely by the proven environmental benefits and the 
long term return on investment cost benefits.  This breakdown helps municipalities 
review existing policies and determine how they need to be adjusted to 
accommodate green roofs locally.
Incentives Suggested:
Grants to help with financing* Tax incentives*
Stormwater management benefits Environmental benefits*
Long-term costs benefits* Recreational possibilities
Others in my area installing green roofs Nothing could make me install a green 
roof (0% architects; 8% BOMA)
Only codes requiring it would make me install it
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Overcoming Barriers to Overcoming Barriers to 
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Three elements of overcoming barriers to implementation are:

Governance
Multi-disciplinary external Green Roof Working Group
Interdepartmental working committee involving affected 
departments

Communications/ Community Outreach
Awareness Raising

Research
Product
Socio-economic
Bio-physical

Three elements of overcoming barriers to implementation are:

Governance
Multi-disciplinary external Green Roof Working Group
Interdepartmental working committee involving affected 
departments

Communications/ Community Outreach
Awareness Raising

Research
Product
Socio-economic
Bio-physical

Local market development programs are most successful when using a holistic 
approach to technical, economic and policy development issues.  These issues must 
coupled with educational strategies to raise public and decision maker awareness of 
the benefits and requirements of green roof infrastructure.
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Education and AwarenessEducation and Awareness

Local Factors

Integrated Technical Performance 
Design And Cost/Benefit Research Policy and Program

This figure outlines the a local market development model.  The three 
components at the tips of the triangle:  Education and Awareness, 
Technical Performance, Design and Cost/Benefit Research and Policy 
and Program are the basic components of local green roof infrastructure 
development

The components are interdependent and self-supporting.  
They are each influenced by the local social, environmental and economic 

circumstances, as indicated by the circle in the middle of the triangle. 
In order to derive maximum benefit from green roof infrastructure, each 

community should consider assessing their specific situation and
exploring these three basic components: education; research and policy
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Phase 1: Introductory/ Championing
Phase 2: Community Engagement
Phase 3: Action Plan Development and 
Implementation
Phase 4: Technical Research
Phase 5: Program and Policy 
Development  (LEED)
Phase 6: Assessment and Continuous 
Improvement
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Phase 3: Action Plan Development and 
Implementation
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Phase 5: Program and Policy 
Development  (LEED)
Phase 6: Assessment and Continuous 
Improvement

The Research and Development process for green roof policy and program 
development may involve these 6 phases.
GRHC has developed a LMDP to help municipalities develop effective green roof 
policies and incentives in North America; and help develop a process to best 
maximize the benefits of green roofs in their community.
This six step process was created to assist municipalities in exploring their existing 
Official Plan with regards to green roofs, and explore new methodologies for 
developing a green roof policy, and possibly incorporating incentives/policies 
similar to those already existing in other jurisdictions.
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In the beginning …
Champions drive the green roof policy process forward and are critical to 
developing partnerships along the way.  
A green roof market development process requires a holistic approach, one that 
combines education and awareness-raising activities that are targeted towards the 
general public and the decision makers.

Typically, there is one or more champion in the community from the government 
and/or non-profit sector that work to initiate the process.  These may be politicians 
and/or bureaucrats, academics or representatives from non-profits working on 
sustainable community and green building development. 

We advocate adopting an approach that is centered on the development of cost 
effective incentives that deliver tangible public benefits
At this point in the green roof evolution, incentives are preferable over regulatory 
approaches as regulations will be unfair to developers who will have to bear the 
brunt of the costs, will likely meet with political resistance and will result in less 
effective maintenance than those green roofs that have been voluntarily created
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Local Market Development ProgramLocal Market Development Program
Phase 1:  Local ChampionPhase 1:  Local Champion

Source: Tom LiptanSource: Tom Liptan

Realization of the potential of green roofs can come from the most unlikely places.
Tom Liptan( 2004 Civic Award of Excellence Winner), of Portland’s 
Environmental Bureau, made
the connection between green roofs and stormwater management when doing the 
dishes. He had
been looking at the label of his new dish soap, which boasted of its sustainable 
factory with a green
roof, and rang up the manufacturer.
Two years later he installed a green roof on his garage.
Through discussion and monitoring of his garage he got his department on board for 
the idea of green
roofs as storm water infrastructure.
Hamilton Apartments Demonstration project was built in 1999.
Shortly there after, a new bureau commissioner lent public support to green roofs.
The Floor-to-Area ratio was established in 2001.
Tom Liptan is no longer the only champion of the cause, it has become 
“mainstream”. However,
green roofs are not institutionalized and still requires the Bureau’s support.
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Identify key participants that can provide direct 
and indirect support to implement further stages in 
the process.
Identify motivating factors.  
Provide basic green roof design and benefit 
information to local building professionals and 
policy makers
Identify challenges and opportunities for green roof 
implementation, including the required research in 
order to develop and Action Plan.
Leverage local media 
Create a Green Roof Working Group

Identify key participants that can provide direct 
and indirect support to implement further stages in 
the process.
Identify motivating factors.  
Provide basic green roof design and benefit 
information to local building professionals and 
policy makers
Identify challenges and opportunities for green roof 
implementation, including the required research in 
order to develop and Action Plan.
Leverage local media 
Create a Green Roof Working Group

Symposiums develop the initial action plans which will be refined during the 
subsequent phases.
The ultimate success for developing and implementing policy is in clearly 
determining the tangible, measurable public benefits specific to the local 
community.  These benefits vary considerably from community to community and 
the tools and policy measures for green roof investment varies widely.
For example, stormwater management polices necessary in one city may not be of 
primary importance to a city whose major issue is urban heat island effects.
Determining specific issues for local communities are key to the planning of a 
successful local market development symposium

i.e.  Stormwater management issues – Washington, D.C. vs Las Vegas
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Tailored to the unique environment and built form of 
each city/region.

Typically involve high profile demonstration projects 
and research. 

Research involves site specific/building issues:
Thermal energy savings, stormwater management, 
plants

Research on a community-wide or regional scale
Based on coverage scenarios
Focused on stormwater management, urban heat 
island, air quality, energy savings
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Research involves site specific/building issues:
Thermal energy savings, stormwater management, 
plants

Research on a community-wide or regional scale
Based on coverage scenarios
Focused on stormwater management, urban heat 
island, air quality, energy savings

Today, as we move towards Step 3, we will come up with a preliminary action plan.
Resulting from the symposium and the working committee, Phase 3 – Action Plan Development – involves the 
creation of an action plan specific to the local community
The working committee should be comprised of key government and non-government officials – inclusion of 
local politicians may be a key source of support
The Action Plan should detail:

Type of green roof research required in areas such as stormwater
management, reduction of urban heat island, urban agricultural… Some 
research already exists and can be applied, some research will have to be 
done locally 

Develop plans for a high profile demonstration project
Create an inventory of existing green roofs
Review existing policy options and tools that can be adopted to support 

green roofs
Identify new policy options and tools
Develop a communications plan to include public consultations
Budget and determine potential funding contributions
Create a timeline 
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Source: City of AtlantaSource: City of Atlanta

Phase 4

Demonstration Projects are a key component for developing green roof policy 
Most North American cities that have successfully implemented green roof policy 
have had demonstration projects.

Some of the key elements in Phase 4 – Demonstration Projects – may include:
•Fundraising for technical research data
•Installing a high profile demonstration project such as Atlanta City Hall’s green 
roof

•These types of demonstrations educate and build support from key partners
•They educate the general public and green roof designers and implementers
•Leverage media interest and support (Chicago and 2003 conference – media 
perception)
•Provide technical performance data
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Source: City of AtlantaSource: City of Atlanta

•Provide modeling for stormwater, energy or urban heat island
•Analyse areas where additional green space is required
•Analyse areas where community gardens can be established
•Anlayse buildings and the nature of economic and technical concerns of 
building owners and developers
•Establish achievable, but aggressive targets for certain types of green roof 
coverage over a specified number of years

As a result of the demonstration project in Atlanta (3300 sq ft semi-intensive 
on City Hall’s roof), the City has been able to generate reliable technical 
data, develop the green roof market, and educate the public and private 
sectors about their benefits.
Green roofs have been incorporated into the City of Atlanta’s Stormwater 
Utility Fee Credit program and Sustainable Development Design Standard.
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Understanding the urban challenges that face each community will allow policy 
makers to ascertain which incentives will provide the greatest public benefit for 
their local community.  Each community should undertake research to develop 
a cost effective public-private partnership incentive program.  

Four key questions must be answered in order to implement an effective program:
1. What are the tangible benefits of widespread green roof implementation in my 

community, and to what extent are they quantifiable? – benefits such as 
stormwater management or energy efficiency?

2. To what extent can these quantifiable benefits be translated into measurable 
cost savings for the municipal governments or utility?  Offsetting investment in 
stormwater infrastructure – smaller pipes?

3. What type of policies and programs, new or adaptable, can provide the 
required incentives to induce the private sector to implement green roofs?  Will 
need to differeniate between different building types and owners who will have 
different requirements for return of investment and capacity to undertake 
higher capital costs?

4. What minimum design requirements must be met in order to obtain the 
incentives?  May involve specifying system components or minimum
requirements that can influence the scale and scope of the public benefits?
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Green Roof Vision: Location New York City, NYGreen Roof Vision: Location New York City, NY
Source: EarthpledgeSource: Earthpledge

Research generated from studies like this Greening Gotham presentation done by 
Earth Pledge which demonstrates the possibility of what New York City COULD 
look like, is important to developing the industry because it provides legitimacy and 
generate statistical data which both government and industry can embrace

This type of research is crucial to the future development of a green roof 
infrastructure in North America.
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Phase 5
This phase involves translating the technical and economic research into a suite of 
potential policy options to increase green roof investment.  There is no ‘magic’ 
bullet in terms of policy to generate green roof investment.  The nature of each will 
vary from community to community but will likely involve a mix of public and 
private investment.

It is essential to continually consult local stake holders as they are likely to be the 
end-users of the policy programs.

Direct incentives directly target green roof infrastructure (e.g. Chicago’s Green 
Roof Grant), while indirect ones utilize green roofs as a tool in a scheme that 
targets something else (e.g. Minneapolis’ Storm Water Utility Fee Credit 
Program).
•The Chicago Department of Construction and Permits has developed an expedited 
permit process for projects that incorporate innovative green building strategies.  
This program provides incentives by streamlining the permit process timeline.  
Projects accepted into the Green Permit Program can receive permits in less than 30 
days, and in as little as 15 days.
•Portland Floor-Area Ratio in Appendix I – Buildings can receive Floor-Area 
Ration bonus based on three ranges of green roof coverage in relation to the 
building’s footprint:  10—30%; 30-60% and 60% or greater earns one, two and 
three square feet of additional floor area per square foot of green roof, respectively.
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Density Bonusing
Fast Track Permitting
Density Bonusing
Fast Track Permitting

Source: Chicago, Bank OneSource: Chicago, Bank OneSource: Village of RidgewoodSource: Village of Ridgewood

Types of Policies Currently In Use:
•Density bonusing is a regulatory measure based on an exchange system usually 
carried out at the municipal level.  The city adjusts the zoning requirements in 
exchange for the provision of amenities or housing which benefits the community.  
Developers are allowed to build more floor area resulting in more income, and the 
community benefits from more amenities and increased tax revenue from the larger 
floor area.  Density bonusing is an incentive rather than a regulation or requirement, 
and can gain public benefits without spending tax dollars or imposing fees.  This 
tool requires regulatory ceilings on density and strong market demand for 
commercial and residential space to be successful

•Fast tracking of development approvals is a tool that governments can use to 
encourage the practice of green roofs and other green building technologies in the 
private sector.  Projects that can demonstrate their use of green technologies are 
reviewed by a separate board and receive approval in a shorter time frame than 
traditional projects.
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Source: Bob Brooks, Halverson DesignSource: Bob Brooks, Halverson Design Source:Terry Source:Terry GuenGuen Design Associates, Inc Design Associates, Inc 

•Green Space Allocation is a regulatory measure used by governments and involves 
minimum green space requirements associated with the square footage and/or 
occupancy of a new building.  Sometimes, due to restrictions on the location or 
design of a site, these minimum requirements cannot be met.  There may be 
opportunities to utilize roof space and/or cash in lieu of parkland to support green 
roof development.  In Minneapolis, in response to a request from developers to have 
some regulatory flexibility for the installation of green roofs, the City developed an 
“alternative compliance” clause.  Green roofs do not replace the required 20% of 
land use at grade-level landscaping, but they are considered as alternatives when 
landscaping requirements cannot be met.  Additionally, green roofs are not 
considered to be permeable surfaces in areas that have a maximum impervious 
surface requirement.
•Direct investments are monetary incentives used to encourage implementation of 
green roof infrastructure.  Direct investments are usually grants or low-interest loans 
that are given by a funding agency (i.e. governments, non-profits) with the condition 
that certain specifications or requirements are met and maintained.  The Chesapeake 
Bay grant covers 20% of the incremental cost of a green roof over a traditional roof 
in commercial developments that are hooked up to a combined sewage system.
•Tax credits are financial incentives that provide a reduction in the amount of tax 
owing for certain public purposes approved in the tax laws. New or renovated 
buildings that conform to a specific standard, such as a green roof or other green 
building technologies, may receive a credit for a portion of the cost. 
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Source: Steven PeckSource: Steven Peck

•Low Interest Loans (aka “green” loans) allow developers to overcome the initial increase in 
cost without having to incur the high costs of interest rates.
•Energy efficiency incentives offer a monetary incentive for projects that reduce energy 
consumption through implementing minimum standard energy efficiency in their building 
design.  Green roofs are one of many tools available for achieving an energy reduction.  In 
the State of Oregon, a 35% Business Energy Tax Credit is available for green buildings that 
meet a minimum standard of LEED Silver Certification.  In the Province of Quebec, the 
Energy Efficiency Fund, run through Gaz Metro (the provincial gas agency), will pay a 
rebate per $5/sq ft of green roof.  A minimum of 60% of the roof surface must be green and 
a minimum of 6 inches of soil or substrate must be used.
Traditionally, property owners pay a sewer fee that is determined by their water usage.  In 
theory, one general sewer fee supported both the sanitary sewer system and the storm water 
system.  Increasingly, however, jurisdictions have begun to implement Storm Water Utility 
Fee charges, which are usually based on the impervious square foot area of a property.  In 
commercial buildings, the large amount of impervious surfaces (including the rooftop) 
results in larger new storm water fees, which can be a significant cost over time.  
•Storm water fees help raise capital for improved storm water management and provide a 
monetary incentive for the use of best management practices.  If set carefully, storm water 
utility fee structures can be set at a rate that achieves fiscal requirements, and stimulates the 
addition of best management practices for storm water.  Green roofs offer a method to 
reduce storm water runoff.
•In Minneapolis, they have established a Stormwater Utility Fee Credit Program which 
reduces or eliminates the Stormwater Utility Fee, based upon stormwater quality and 
quantity measurements.  A 50% credit is awarded for either a quantity or quality feature, and 
a 100% credit for two quantity features or a quality and quantity feature together.
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LEED – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design – is the Green Building 
Council’s Rating System.  It is a voluntary standard that defines high performance 
green buildings which are healthier, more environmentally responsible, and more 
profitable structures.
The goal of LEED is to encourage beautiful, healthy green buildings with a 
minimized impact on the earth.  But advocates of LEED hope it will do much more 
than that – they hope LEED will actually transform the building marketplace.
As people get better at meeting LEED credits, the standards will get more 
challenging in order to continually encourage the market to improve.
LEED addresses defined markets within the commercial and residential building 
industries through individualized systems.
LEED certification validates a building project to its occupants, market and 
community that this building is a green structure.  Certification also benchmarks a 
building’s performance over time – quantifying the Return on Investment of green 
design, construction, systems and materials.
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To evaluate a green building under the LEED rating system, points are awarded for 
achievements in six categories:

Sustainable Sites – is it accessible by bike and is there access to public transportation? Is 
the site selected to protect habitat and maximize resources?

Water Efficiency – are there innovative wastewater technologies in place?  Have 
landscaping water needs been reduced by 50%

Energy and Atmosphere – is there an on-site energy system, like solar panels?  Can the 
building function effectively at minimum energy?

Material and Resources – is the construction team using renewable materials from nearby 
providers?  Is 50% of waste being diverted from disposal?

Indoor Environmental Quality – are low-emitting adhesives, paints and carpets being used?  
Is there daylight and views from a high percentage of spots in the building?

Innovation and Design Process – does the design team deserve the equivalent of bonus 
points for meeting the intent of LEED in new and creative ways?

There are four progressive levels of LEED certification:  Certified; Silver; Gold; and 
Platinum.
The measure of the certification is based upon the number of points awarded to a project to a 
maximum of 69 points
Certified:  32 points
Silver: 33 to 38 points
Gold: 39 to 51 points
Silver: 52 or more points
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This is a picture of the Chicago Center for Green Technology which was awarded a 
Platinum rating in 2003
Environmental features of the building include: solar panels, rainwater collection for 
irrigation, recycled building materials, smart lighting, a green roof, and a 
geothermal exchange system. The building's tenants also reflect an environmental 
ethic; a solar panel production company, a community gardening and job-training 
program, and a Chicago Department of Environment satellite office are housed here. 

A major study done for the California Sustainable Buildings Task Force showed that 
LEED certified green buildings cost on average $4 more per square foot to build, 
but that they return a dividend 10 to 15 times greater -- $49 to $68 per square foot, 
primarily because of the increased productivity and health of their occupants.  In 
green-built schools, kids learn faster; in green built hospitals, patients heal faster; 
and in green-built sports arenas – maybe the home teams wins more??
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So … why all the emphasis here on LEED?
As the green roof industry matures, more innovative approaches to green roof design will be 
developed and will be further recognized and rewarded within the LEED Rating System.
Green Roofs can facilitate a significant improvement in the LEED rating of a building, contributing 
as many as 15 credits under the system depending on design and level of integration with other 
building systems.
In some instances, while green roofs may not contribute directly to achieving points under the 
system, they contribute to earning LEED credits when used with other sustainable building elements.

Green roofs can earn credits under the following:
Reduced site disturbance, protect or restore open space (1 credit)
•Landscape design that reduces urban heat islands (1 credit)
•Storm water management (2 credits)
•Water efficient landscaping – reduction by 50% (1 – 2 credits)
•Innovation in Design (1 – 3 credits)
•Optimize energy performance (1 – 8 credits)
•Resource re-sue (1 – 2 credits)
•Rapidly Renewable Materials (1 credit)

By promoting LEED and green roofs together, we offer opportunities to provide additional incentives 
for builders and governments to incorporate green roofs into the planning process.
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Green procurement by government facilities increase initial demand for “green” 
technologies, products, and services.  This increase in demand brings down market 
prices, rendering the “green” industry more accessible to developers, building 
owners, etc.

Regulatory measures are used by federal, state, and municipal governments through 
laws that achieve various public purposes such as protecting the environment. 
Education and Community outreach is imperative to the development of the green 
roof industry.  Without public support and understanding of what a green roof is, 
policies are useless.
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No North American cities have reached this phase of policy development
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Since the rise of the modern industrial era, millions of people have benefited from 
the many amazing developments in science and technology.  Yet these massive 
improvements in the human condition have not come without a price.  For some 
time now, scientists from around the world have been warning us about the dangers 
of “business as usual.”
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Fortunately, we have the ability to pass new legislation, develop and utilize new 
technologies, like non-CFC solvents and thus act to remedy major problems like the 
hole in the ozone layer.

Green roof infrastructure is an unbelievably beneficial technology.  There is no 
other technology than can provide the depth and breadth of benefits as green roofs, 
particularly in urban areas.  Green roofs can help us re-make our cities and 
buildings; help us turn buildings into dynamic sources of restoration, health and 
well being.  Green roof infrastructure is critical to this endeavour … It allows us to 
take advantage of millions of square feet of waste rooftop spaces.  But we can’t do it 
without improvements in the technology, the science and most of all, supportive 
policies.
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Science and technology are all too often neglected by policy makers, and by a 
market that artificially discounts the future and works against investing now for a 
better tomorrow.    At this symposium we have come together as a unique 
combination of policy, science and technology.   By working together we can speed 
up the adoption of green roofs and in doing so, increase the number of restorative, 
high performance buildings.  

Our industry is rising fast, and together we can all help to ensure that our buildings, 
and our cities, are well positioned for the many challenges they will face this 
century.  Thank you all for your attention, your support and your efforts in support 
of the green roof industry.  I hope you fully enjoy the process that you have started 
today.


